Diagnosis and prevention of equine infectious diseases: present status, potential, and challenges for the future.
The frequent transfers of horses, whether on a permanent or temporary basis, make strict control of infectious diseases essential. Such control needs a reliable and rapid means to accurately diagnose the relevant diseases. Indirect diagnosis based on antibody detection remains certainly the best method to secure the epidemiologic surveillance of the diseases at regional, national, or even world level, while direct diagnosis is the only way to diagnose a new outbreak. New diagnostic methods resulting from advances in biochemistry, molecular biology, and immunology are now available. As far as antibody detection is concerned, the new methods are mainly based on immunoassays, especially ELISAs. Regarding the identification of the pathogens, while isolation is still of importance, much progress has been made with immunocapture tests including capture ELISA based on monoclonal antibodies. DNA probes and amplification tests such as PCR or RT-PCR are representing a real breakthrough. Factors common to all of these tests are specificity, sensitivity, rapid implementation, and quick results. Such tests are, however, often still at the development stage. They absolutely need to be validated under multicentric evaluations prior to being used on a larger scale. At the same time there is an obvious need for the standardization of the reagents used. The technical and economic impact of a false (either positive or negative) diagnosis justifies such an harmonization which could effectively be achieved worldwide under the aegis of the Office International des Epizooties (OIE), which is itself the primary source of disease information. Vaccines are also essential for the control of equine infectious diseases. Most vaccines used in the prevention of viral or bacterial diseases are inactivated adjuvanted vaccines, which may cause unacceptable side effects. Also, their efficacy can sometimes be questioned. Subunit vaccines, when available, represent significant advances especially with regards to safety. Greater progress is expected from the use of new technologies taking advantage of recent developments in molecular biology (recombinant DNA technology) and in immunology (immunomodulators). Significant results have been obtained with subunit vaccines or with live vectored vaccines using recombinant DNA technology. Good results are on the way to be achieved with genetic (or naked-DNA) vaccines. It is therefore possible to expect the availability of a new generation of vaccines in the rather short term. Such vaccines will not only be safer and more efficacious, but they will also make it possible to differentiate vaccinated from infected animals, which will contribute to better control of the infection. Whatever the quality of the vaccines of the future may be, vaccination alone will never be sufficient to control infectious diseases. It is therefore essential to keep on making the animal owners and their veterinarians aware of the importance of the management and the hygiene in the diseases control and to organize them under "Common Codes of Practice."